NESCENS ANTI-AGING COSMECEUTICAL TREATMENTS
Formulated under the supervision of Prof. Jacques Proust, the Nescens range of cosmeceuticals offers a resolutely innovative antiaging skincare approach. Each Nescens preparation includes selected ingredients whose anti-aging properties are scientifically
established. To achieve the highest degree of effectiveness, these active compounds are incorporated into Nescens product
preparations at optimal concentrations.
A high-performance anti-aging treatment system
A combination of exclusive anti-aging massages and the
biological properties of cosmeceutical preparations endow
Nescens treatments with unique anti-aging bio-mechanical
effectiveness. Combining technicality with absolute comfort, the
Nescens treatments develop all their potential when dispensed
in programs or closely-spaced sessions. Suitable for women
and men.
Comprehensive customer care
Spa Nescens treatments are designed to act over time and
offer personalized support, with age-related skin concerns at
the center of every Nescens treatment protocol.
A diagnosis with preventive and corrective treatment
An in-depth analysis of the skin serves to establish a personalized anti-aging treatment program for visible and sustainable
improvement over time.

Step-by-step cell regeneration
The effectiveness of the Nescens cosmeceutical corneum,
right the way down to approach ensures a complete renewal of
the stratum corneum, right down to the deep structure of cells.
An exclusive targeted massage technique
Your Nescens therapist determines the zones to be specifically
treated and re-contoured. The massage is personalized to
obtain the desired effects: draining, detoxifying, decongesting,
lifting, firming, toning, redensifying and revitalizing. The dynamic
Nescens techniques help chase away signs of fatigue, regenerate the quality of the muscle fibers, and restructure facial
contours.
Revitalized, deeply rejuvenated skin
The results are visible immediately after the first treatment.
Cellular tissue is intensely reconstituted and resurfaced. The
face, neck and chest look noticeably younger. Lines appear to
be smoothed and reduced.
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NESCENS FACIAL COSMECEUTICAL TREATMENTS
PREVENTIVE CARE TREATMENTS
Maintains the hydrolipidic balance, smoothes the first expression
lines and preserves the skin’s radiance.
Anti-aging preventive care treatment – Moisturizing
This treatment intensely hydrates face and neck while restoring
the skin's natural moisturizing factors. It helps the skin’s youthful
appearance.
1h

CHF 210

Anti-aging preventive care treatment – Peeling
A balance-restoring treatment to refine the complexion and
regulate excess sebum. It includes in-depth cleansing, resulting
in clear, glowing skin.
1h

CHF 210

Anti-aging preventive care treatment – High Tolerance
Restores the skin’s natural functions and prevents age-related
cellular damage, while ensuring comfort for the most sensitive
skin types.
1h

CHF 210

CORRECTING CARE TREATMENTS
Treats established wrinkles, firms the skin, restoring a glowing,
smooth complexion.

Anti-aging correcting care treatment – Resurfacing
This “new skin effect” treatment promotes tissue renewal.
Revives cellular cycles, smoothes the skin’s micro-relief and
improves the skin’s natural defenses. Wrinkles and signs of
fatigue fade. The complexion gains in radiance.
1 h 30 min

CHF 260

Anti-aging correcting care treatment – High Tolerance
This treatment deeply soothes and replenishes reactive skin
structures. The main youth makers are improved: resistance,
softness and comfort.
1 h 30 min

CHF 260

REPAIRING CARE TREATMENT
Offers a comprehensive anti-aging strategy, combining performance and well-being.
Anti-aging corrective care treatment eye contour
Nescens research has brought together 30 active ingredients
in an original gel mask. Its texture is carefully worked by means
of targeted smoothing and draining operations designed to
treat the fragile eye contour tissues. Signs of fatigue and signs
of advancing age (dark circles, bags, wrinkles) are mitigated.
The gaze is lit up with a youthful glow.
30 min

CHF 120

Anti-aging correcting care treatment – Firmness
This revitalizing treatment restores the elasticity and firmness
of the skin, intensively regenerates the skin structure of face,
neck and chest.
1 h 30 min

CHF 260
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